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Last Lecture
• Homework #4: Modeling Collisions and the Rosenbluth 

Potentials

• Force balance (equilibrium) in a magnetized plasma

• Z-pinch

• θ-pinch

• Screw-pinch (straight tokamak)
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Outline

• Grad-Shafranov Equation

• Conservation principles in magnetized plasma (“frozen-in” 
and conservation of particles/flux tubes) 

• Alfvén Wave
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MHD

116 5 Fluid Models

nmi
∂ui

∂t
= ne(E + ui × B) − ∇ pi + nmig + nνeime(ue − ui)

nme
∂ue

∂t
= −ne(E + ue × B) − ∇ pe + nmeg + nνeime(ui − ue) . (5.37)

The momentum exchange between the electron and ion fluid is described by a colli-
sion frequency νei and the mean exchanged momentum per volume, nme(ue − ui).

Instead of solving the pair of fluid equations, it is useful to transform these equa-
tions into a set of new variables that describe the mean mass motion vm and the
relative motion ∝ j of the two fluids. This approach is similar to splitting a two-
particle problem into center-of-mass motion and relative motion. The mean mass
motion is described by

ρm
∂vm

∂t
= j × B − ∇ p + ρmg (5.38)

with the mass density ρm = n(mi + me), total pressure p = pe + pi and the mean
mass velocity

vm = (miui + meue)

me + mi
. (5.39)

Note that now the Lorentz force j×B acts on the total current density. Moreover, the
mass motion is not affected by the friction between electron and ion fluid because
it does not change the total momentum, but leads only to redistribution between
electron and ion fluid.

When ∂vm/∂t = 0, (5.38) defines the static equilibria of a magnetized plasma,
which are defined by the force balance

0 = j × B − ∇ p + ρmg . (5.40)

This framework is called magnetohydrostatics. In the next two paragraphs we will
discuss two simple applications of this concept.

5.2.1 Isobaric Surfaces

Let us shortly return to the problem of toroidal confinement. Neglecting gravita-
tional forces as small compared to the magnetic forces, we define the magnetohy-
drostatic equilibrium by

j × B = ∇ p . (5.41)

By taking the dot product with B on the both sides of the equation, the dot product
vanishes yielding 0 = B · ∇ p, i.e., B and ∇ p are perpendicular to each other.

5.3 Magnetohydrodynamics 121

5.3.1 The Generalized Ohm’s Law

A dynamic equation for the spatio-temporal evolution of the current results from the
momentum (5.37) after multiplying the ion equation by me and the electron equation
by mi, and subtracting the equations:

nmime
∂

∂t
(ui − ue) = ne(me + mi)E + ne(meui + miue) × B

−me∇ pi + mi∇ pe + n(me + mi)νeime(ue − ui) . (5.53)

This equation can be simplified by neglecting me in the sum of the masses. The
mixed term

meui + miue = miui + meue + mi(ue − ui) + me(ui − ue) (5.54)

= 1
n
ρmvm − (mi − me)

1
ne

j (5.55)

can be decomposed into contributions from mass motion and current density, which
results in

mime

e
∂j
∂t

= eρm

(
E + vm × B − νeime

ne2 j
)

−mij × B − me∇ pi + mi∇ pe . (5.56)

As long as we are interested in slowly varying phenomena, we can set ∂j/∂t = 0 and
neglect terms of the order of me/mi. In this way we obtain the generalized Ohm’s
law

E + vm × B = ηj + 1
ne

(j × B − ∇ pe) . (5.57)

Here, η = νeime/ne2 is the plasma resistivity that arises from Coulomb collisions
between electrons and ions. The l.h.s. of (5.57) is the correct electric field in the
moving reference frame. This electric field balances the voltage drop η j by the
resistivity, the contribution from the Hall effect j×B/(ne), and the electron pressure
term −∇ pe/ne.

5.3.2 Diffusion of a Magnetic Field

As an application of the generalized Ohm’s law, we consider a plasma that is moving
at a velocity vm, and at an arbitrary angle to the magnetic field direction. We start
from

E + vm × B = ηj = η

µ0
∇ × B , (5.58)

5.1 The Two-Fluid Model 111

In the last step, we have Taylor-expanded the particle flux and retained only
the differential change of the flux. Dividing by !V = A!x and taking the limit
!V → 0 gives

∂n
∂t

+ ∂(n ux )

∂x
= 0 . (5.7)

This result can easily be generalized to a three-dimensional flow pattern, which
results in the continuity equation

∂n
∂t

+ ∇ · (nu) = 0 . (5.8)

This balance equation describes the conservation of the number of particles in the
flow. When particles are generated or annihilated inside the cell, say by ionization
or recombination, the zero on the right hand side is replaced by a net production rate
S (see Sect. 4.2.3).

The continuity equation can be easily generalized to an equation for the conser-
vation of charge by introducing the charge density ρ = ∑

α nαqα and the current
density j = ∑

α nαqαuα

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · j = 0 . (5.9)

5.1.4 Momentum Transport

The net force in the balance of the considered cell is a result of the sum of all forces
acting on the particles within the cell plus the export and import of momentum
by particles that leave and enter the cell. The starting point of our calculation is
Newton’s equation for the force acting on a single particle

m
dv
dt

= q(E + v × B) . (5.10)

Here, d/dt is the derivative calculated at the position of the point-like particle.
The correct momentum balance for a many-particle system can be obtained by mul-
tiplying (5.10) with the density n. However, in an inhomogeneous flow, the time
derivative has to be calculated according to the rules of hydrodynamic flow

du
dt

= ∂u
∂t

+ ∂u
∂x

dx
dt

+ ∂u
∂y

dy
dt

+ ∂u
∂z

dz
dt

. (5.11)

The vector (dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt) is just the velocity u of the cell. This leads to
the compact notation

du
dt

= ∂u
∂t

+ (u · ∇)u , (5.12)

plus magnetostatics
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Statics

116 5 Fluid Models

nmi
∂ui

∂t
= ne(E + ui × B) − ∇ pi + nmig + nνeime(ue − ui)

nme
∂ue

∂t
= −ne(E + ue × B) − ∇ pe + nmeg + nνeime(ui − ue) . (5.37)

The momentum exchange between the electron and ion fluid is described by a colli-
sion frequency νei and the mean exchanged momentum per volume, nme(ue − ui).

Instead of solving the pair of fluid equations, it is useful to transform these equa-
tions into a set of new variables that describe the mean mass motion vm and the
relative motion ∝ j of the two fluids. This approach is similar to splitting a two-
particle problem into center-of-mass motion and relative motion. The mean mass
motion is described by

ρm
∂vm

∂t
= j × B − ∇ p + ρmg (5.38)

with the mass density ρm = n(mi + me), total pressure p = pe + pi and the mean
mass velocity

vm = (miui + meue)

me + mi
. (5.39)

Note that now the Lorentz force j×B acts on the total current density. Moreover, the
mass motion is not affected by the friction between electron and ion fluid because
it does not change the total momentum, but leads only to redistribution between
electron and ion fluid.

When ∂vm/∂t = 0, (5.38) defines the static equilibria of a magnetized plasma,
which are defined by the force balance

0 = j × B − ∇ p + ρmg . (5.40)

This framework is called magnetohydrostatics. In the next two paragraphs we will
discuss two simple applications of this concept.

5.2.1 Isobaric Surfaces

Let us shortly return to the problem of toroidal confinement. Neglecting gravita-
tional forces as small compared to the magnetic forces, we define the magnetohy-
drostatic equilibrium by

j × B = ∇ p . (5.41)

By taking the dot product with B on the both sides of the equation, the dot product
vanishes yielding 0 = B · ∇ p, i.e., B and ∇ p are perpendicular to each other.

5.2 Magnetohydrostatics 117

Fig. 5.6 Nested magnetic
surfaces in a tokamak. Each
surface is spanned by a set of
magnetic field lines and
current stream lines. The
force j × B points inward,
balancing the pressure
gradient

j

B

The same is true for j and ∇ p. Therefore, the vectors B and j must lie in a plane
of constant pressure. The magnetic field lines and the current streamlines span a
magnetic surface, which is also an isobaric surface. Figure 5.6 shows that the force
j × B is directed inward and balances the pressure force.

5.2.2 Magnetic Pressure

The relationship between current density and magnetic induction follows from
Ampere’s law

∇ × B = µ0j , (5.42)

which yields

j × B = 1
µ0

(∇ × B) × B = − 1
µ0

B × (∇ × B) . (5.43)

This expression can be evaluated by using the vector identity for arbitrary vectors a
and b,

a × (∇ × b) = (∇b) · ac − (a · ∇)b . (5.44)

Then, we obtain a tensor ∇B with components (∇B)i j = ∂B j/∂xi . The symbol ac
means that a is held constant in the differentiation by the ∇-operator on its left side.
Finally, we can use (∇B) · B = (1/2)∇(B · B) and obtain

j × B = − 1
2µ0

∇(B2) + 1
µ0

(B · ∇)B . (5.45)

In the term (B · ∇)B we recognize the analogy to the convective derivative in fluid
motion discussed in Sect. (5.1.4). Here, the derivative describes the change of B
(regarding magnitude and orientation) along a field line. Combining (5.41) and
(5.45), we obtain a pressure balance

∇(p + pmag) = (B · ∇)B
µ0

, (5.46)
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Grad-Shafranov Equation

116 5 Fluid Models

nmi
∂ui

∂t
= ne(E + ui × B) − ∇ pi + nmig + nνeime(ue − ui)

nme
∂ue

∂t
= −ne(E + ue × B) − ∇ pe + nmeg + nνeime(ui − ue) . (5.37)

The momentum exchange between the electron and ion fluid is described by a colli-
sion frequency νei and the mean exchanged momentum per volume, nme(ue − ui).

Instead of solving the pair of fluid equations, it is useful to transform these equa-
tions into a set of new variables that describe the mean mass motion vm and the
relative motion ∝ j of the two fluids. This approach is similar to splitting a two-
particle problem into center-of-mass motion and relative motion. The mean mass
motion is described by

ρm
∂vm

∂t
= j × B − ∇ p + ρmg (5.38)

with the mass density ρm = n(mi + me), total pressure p = pe + pi and the mean
mass velocity

vm = (miui + meue)

me + mi
. (5.39)

Note that now the Lorentz force j×B acts on the total current density. Moreover, the
mass motion is not affected by the friction between electron and ion fluid because
it does not change the total momentum, but leads only to redistribution between
electron and ion fluid.

When ∂vm/∂t = 0, (5.38) defines the static equilibria of a magnetized plasma,
which are defined by the force balance

0 = j × B − ∇ p + ρmg . (5.40)

This framework is called magnetohydrostatics. In the next two paragraphs we will
discuss two simple applications of this concept.

5.2.1 Isobaric Surfaces

Let us shortly return to the problem of toroidal confinement. Neglecting gravita-
tional forces as small compared to the magnetic forces, we define the magnetohy-
drostatic equilibrium by

j × B = ∇ p . (5.41)

By taking the dot product with B on the both sides of the equation, the dot product
vanishes yielding 0 = B · ∇ p, i.e., B and ∇ p are perpendicular to each other.

5.2 Magnetohydrostatics 117

Fig. 5.6 Nested magnetic
surfaces in a tokamak. Each
surface is spanned by a set of
magnetic field lines and
current stream lines. The
force j × B points inward,
balancing the pressure
gradient

j

B

The same is true for j and ∇ p. Therefore, the vectors B and j must lie in a plane
of constant pressure. The magnetic field lines and the current streamlines span a
magnetic surface, which is also an isobaric surface. Figure 5.6 shows that the force
j × B is directed inward and balances the pressure force.

5.2.2 Magnetic Pressure

The relationship between current density and magnetic induction follows from
Ampere’s law

∇ × B = µ0j , (5.42)

which yields

j × B = 1
µ0

(∇ × B) × B = − 1
µ0

B × (∇ × B) . (5.43)

This expression can be evaluated by using the vector identity for arbitrary vectors a
and b,

a × (∇ × b) = (∇b) · ac − (a · ∇)b . (5.44)

Then, we obtain a tensor ∇B with components (∇B)i j = ∂B j/∂xi . The symbol ac
means that a is held constant in the differentiation by the ∇-operator on its left side.
Finally, we can use (∇B) · B = (1/2)∇(B · B) and obtain

j × B = − 1
2µ0

∇(B2) + 1
µ0

(B · ∇)B . (5.45)

In the term (B · ∇)B we recognize the analogy to the convective derivative in fluid
motion discussed in Sect. (5.1.4). Here, the derivative describes the change of B
(regarding magnitude and orientation) along a field line. Combining (5.41) and
(5.45), we obtain a pressure balance

∇(p + pmag) = (B · ∇)B
µ0

, (5.46)
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Grad-Shafranov Equation

116 5 Fluid Models

nmi
∂ui

∂t
= ne(E + ui × B) − ∇ pi + nmig + nνeime(ue − ui)

nme
∂ue

∂t
= −ne(E + ue × B) − ∇ pe + nmeg + nνeime(ui − ue) . (5.37)

The momentum exchange between the electron and ion fluid is described by a colli-
sion frequency νei and the mean exchanged momentum per volume, nme(ue − ui).

Instead of solving the pair of fluid equations, it is useful to transform these equa-
tions into a set of new variables that describe the mean mass motion vm and the
relative motion ∝ j of the two fluids. This approach is similar to splitting a two-
particle problem into center-of-mass motion and relative motion. The mean mass
motion is described by

ρm
∂vm

∂t
= j × B − ∇ p + ρmg (5.38)

with the mass density ρm = n(mi + me), total pressure p = pe + pi and the mean
mass velocity

vm = (miui + meue)

me + mi
. (5.39)

Note that now the Lorentz force j×B acts on the total current density. Moreover, the
mass motion is not affected by the friction between electron and ion fluid because
it does not change the total momentum, but leads only to redistribution between
electron and ion fluid.

When ∂vm/∂t = 0, (5.38) defines the static equilibria of a magnetized plasma,
which are defined by the force balance

0 = j × B − ∇ p + ρmg . (5.40)

This framework is called magnetohydrostatics. In the next two paragraphs we will
discuss two simple applications of this concept.

5.2.1 Isobaric Surfaces

Let us shortly return to the problem of toroidal confinement. Neglecting gravita-
tional forces as small compared to the magnetic forces, we define the magnetohy-
drostatic equilibrium by

j × B = ∇ p . (5.41)

By taking the dot product with B on the both sides of the equation, the dot product
vanishes yielding 0 = B · ∇ p, i.e., B and ∇ p are perpendicular to each other.

5.2 Magnetohydrostatics 117

Fig. 5.6 Nested magnetic
surfaces in a tokamak. Each
surface is spanned by a set of
magnetic field lines and
current stream lines. The
force j × B points inward,
balancing the pressure
gradient

j

B

The same is true for j and ∇ p. Therefore, the vectors B and j must lie in a plane
of constant pressure. The magnetic field lines and the current streamlines span a
magnetic surface, which is also an isobaric surface. Figure 5.6 shows that the force
j × B is directed inward and balances the pressure force.

5.2.2 Magnetic Pressure

The relationship between current density and magnetic induction follows from
Ampere’s law

∇ × B = µ0j , (5.42)

which yields

j × B = 1
µ0

(∇ × B) × B = − 1
µ0

B × (∇ × B) . (5.43)

This expression can be evaluated by using the vector identity for arbitrary vectors a
and b,

a × (∇ × b) = (∇b) · ac − (a · ∇)b . (5.44)

Then, we obtain a tensor ∇B with components (∇B)i j = ∂B j/∂xi . The symbol ac
means that a is held constant in the differentiation by the ∇-operator on its left side.
Finally, we can use (∇B) · B = (1/2)∇(B · B) and obtain

j × B = − 1
2µ0

∇(B2) + 1
µ0

(B · ∇)B . (5.45)

In the term (B · ∇)B we recognize the analogy to the convective derivative in fluid
motion discussed in Sect. (5.1.4). Here, the derivative describes the change of B
(regarding magnitude and orientation) along a field line. Combining (5.41) and
(5.45), we obtain a pressure balance

∇(p + pmag) = (B · ∇)B
µ0

, (5.46)

VECTOR IDENTITIES4

Notation: f, g, are scalars; A, B, etc., are vectors; T is a tensor; I is the unit
dyad.

(1) A ·B×C = A×B ·C = B ·C×A = B×C ·A = C ·A×B = C×A ·B

(2) A × (B × C) = (C × B) × A = (A · C)B − (A · B)C

(3) A × (B × C) + B × (C × A) + C × (A × B) = 0

(4) (A × B) · (C × D) = (A · C)(B · D) − (A · D)(B · C)

(5) (A × B) × (C × D) = (A × B · D)C − (A × B · C)D

(6) ∇(fg) = ∇(gf) = f∇g + g∇f

(7) ∇ · (fA) = f∇ · A + A · ∇f

(8) ∇ × (fA) = f∇ × A + ∇f × A

(9) ∇ · (A × B) = B · ∇ × A − A · ∇ × B

(10) ∇ × (A × B) = A(∇ · B) − B(∇ · A) + (B · ∇)A − (A · ∇)B

(11) A × (∇ × B) = (∇B) · A − (A · ∇)B

(12) ∇(A · B) = A × (∇ × B) + B × (∇ × A) + (A · ∇)B + (B · ∇)A

(13) ∇2f = ∇ · ∇f

(14) ∇2A = ∇(∇ · A) − ∇ × ∇ × A

(15) ∇ × ∇f = 0

(16) ∇ · ∇ × A = 0

If e1, e2, e3 are orthonormal unit vectors, a second-order tensor T can be
written in the dyadic form

(17) T =
∑

i,j
Tijeiej

In cartesian coordinates the divergence of a tensor is a vector with components

(18) (∇·T )i =
∑

j
(∂Tji/∂xj)

[This definition is required for consistency with Eq. (29)]. In general

(19) ∇ · (AB) = (∇ · A)B + (A · ∇)B

(20) ∇ · (fT ) = ∇f ·T+f∇·T

4
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Grad-Shafranov Equation
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nmi
∂ui

∂t
= ne(E + ui × B) − ∇ pi + nmig + nνeime(ue − ui)

nme
∂ue

∂t
= −ne(E + ue × B) − ∇ pe + nmeg + nνeime(ui − ue) . (5.37)

The momentum exchange between the electron and ion fluid is described by a colli-
sion frequency νei and the mean exchanged momentum per volume, nme(ue − ui).

Instead of solving the pair of fluid equations, it is useful to transform these equa-
tions into a set of new variables that describe the mean mass motion vm and the
relative motion ∝ j of the two fluids. This approach is similar to splitting a two-
particle problem into center-of-mass motion and relative motion. The mean mass
motion is described by

ρm
∂vm

∂t
= j × B − ∇ p + ρmg (5.38)

with the mass density ρm = n(mi + me), total pressure p = pe + pi and the mean
mass velocity

vm = (miui + meue)

me + mi
. (5.39)

Note that now the Lorentz force j×B acts on the total current density. Moreover, the
mass motion is not affected by the friction between electron and ion fluid because
it does not change the total momentum, but leads only to redistribution between
electron and ion fluid.

When ∂vm/∂t = 0, (5.38) defines the static equilibria of a magnetized plasma,
which are defined by the force balance

0 = j × B − ∇ p + ρmg . (5.40)

This framework is called magnetohydrostatics. In the next two paragraphs we will
discuss two simple applications of this concept.

5.2.1 Isobaric Surfaces

Let us shortly return to the problem of toroidal confinement. Neglecting gravita-
tional forces as small compared to the magnetic forces, we define the magnetohy-
drostatic equilibrium by

j × B = ∇ p . (5.41)

By taking the dot product with B on the both sides of the equation, the dot product
vanishes yielding 0 = B · ∇ p, i.e., B and ∇ p are perpendicular to each other.

5.2 Magnetohydrostatics 117

Fig. 5.6 Nested magnetic
surfaces in a tokamak. Each
surface is spanned by a set of
magnetic field lines and
current stream lines. The
force j × B points inward,
balancing the pressure
gradient

j

B

The same is true for j and ∇ p. Therefore, the vectors B and j must lie in a plane
of constant pressure. The magnetic field lines and the current streamlines span a
magnetic surface, which is also an isobaric surface. Figure 5.6 shows that the force
j × B is directed inward and balances the pressure force.

5.2.2 Magnetic Pressure

The relationship between current density and magnetic induction follows from
Ampere’s law

∇ × B = µ0j , (5.42)

which yields

j × B = 1
µ0

(∇ × B) × B = − 1
µ0

B × (∇ × B) . (5.43)

This expression can be evaluated by using the vector identity for arbitrary vectors a
and b,

a × (∇ × b) = (∇b) · ac − (a · ∇)b . (5.44)

Then, we obtain a tensor ∇B with components (∇B)i j = ∂B j/∂xi . The symbol ac
means that a is held constant in the differentiation by the ∇-operator on its left side.
Finally, we can use (∇B) · B = (1/2)∇(B · B) and obtain

j × B = − 1
2µ0

∇(B2) + 1
µ0

(B · ∇)B . (5.45)

In the term (B · ∇)B we recognize the analogy to the convective derivative in fluid
motion discussed in Sect. (5.1.4). Here, the derivative describes the change of B
(regarding magnitude and orientation) along a field line. Combining (5.41) and
(5.45), we obtain a pressure balance

∇(p + pmag) = (B · ∇)B
µ0

, (5.46)

VECTOR IDENTITIES4

Notation: f, g, are scalars; A, B, etc., are vectors; T is a tensor; I is the unit
dyad.

(1) A ·B×C = A×B ·C = B ·C×A = B×C ·A = C ·A×B = C×A ·B

(2) A × (B × C) = (C × B) × A = (A · C)B − (A · B)C

(3) A × (B × C) + B × (C × A) + C × (A × B) = 0

(4) (A × B) · (C × D) = (A · C)(B · D) − (A · D)(B · C)

(5) (A × B) × (C × D) = (A × B · D)C − (A × B · C)D

(6) ∇(fg) = ∇(gf) = f∇g + g∇f

(7) ∇ · (fA) = f∇ · A + A · ∇f

(8) ∇ × (fA) = f∇ × A + ∇f × A

(9) ∇ · (A × B) = B · ∇ × A − A · ∇ × B

(10) ∇ × (A × B) = A(∇ · B) − B(∇ · A) + (B · ∇)A − (A · ∇)B

(11) A × (∇ × B) = (∇B) · A − (A · ∇)B

(12) ∇(A · B) = A × (∇ × B) + B × (∇ × A) + (A · ∇)B + (B · ∇)A

(13) ∇2f = ∇ · ∇f

(14) ∇2A = ∇(∇ · A) − ∇ × ∇ × A

(15) ∇ × ∇f = 0

(16) ∇ · ∇ × A = 0

If e1, e2, e3 are orthonormal unit vectors, a second-order tensor T can be
written in the dyadic form

(17) T =
∑

i,j
Tijeiej

In cartesian coordinates the divergence of a tensor is a vector with components

(18) (∇·T )i =
∑

j
(∂Tji/∂xj)

[This definition is required for consistency with Eq. (29)]. In general

(19) ∇ · (AB) = (∇ · A)B + (A · ∇)B

(20) ∇ · (fT ) = ∇f ·T+f∇·T

4
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nmi
∂ui

∂t
= ne(E + ui × B) − ∇ pi + nmig + nνeime(ue − ui)

nme
∂ue

∂t
= −ne(E + ue × B) − ∇ pe + nmeg + nνeime(ui − ue) . (5.37)

The momentum exchange between the electron and ion fluid is described by a colli-
sion frequency νei and the mean exchanged momentum per volume, nme(ue − ui).

Instead of solving the pair of fluid equations, it is useful to transform these equa-
tions into a set of new variables that describe the mean mass motion vm and the
relative motion ∝ j of the two fluids. This approach is similar to splitting a two-
particle problem into center-of-mass motion and relative motion. The mean mass
motion is described by

ρm
∂vm

∂t
= j × B − ∇ p + ρmg (5.38)

with the mass density ρm = n(mi + me), total pressure p = pe + pi and the mean
mass velocity

vm = (miui + meue)

me + mi
. (5.39)

Note that now the Lorentz force j×B acts on the total current density. Moreover, the
mass motion is not affected by the friction between electron and ion fluid because
it does not change the total momentum, but leads only to redistribution between
electron and ion fluid.

When ∂vm/∂t = 0, (5.38) defines the static equilibria of a magnetized plasma,
which are defined by the force balance

0 = j × B − ∇ p + ρmg . (5.40)

This framework is called magnetohydrostatics. In the next two paragraphs we will
discuss two simple applications of this concept.

5.2.1 Isobaric Surfaces

Let us shortly return to the problem of toroidal confinement. Neglecting gravita-
tional forces as small compared to the magnetic forces, we define the magnetohy-
drostatic equilibrium by

j × B = ∇ p . (5.41)

By taking the dot product with B on the both sides of the equation, the dot product
vanishes yielding 0 = B · ∇ p, i.e., B and ∇ p are perpendicular to each other.
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5.3.1 The Generalized Ohm’s Law

A dynamic equation for the spatio-temporal evolution of the current results from the
momentum (5.37) after multiplying the ion equation by me and the electron equation
by mi, and subtracting the equations:

nmime
∂

∂t
(ui − ue) = ne(me + mi)E + ne(meui + miue) × B

−me∇ pi + mi∇ pe + n(me + mi)νeime(ue − ui) . (5.53)

This equation can be simplified by neglecting me in the sum of the masses. The
mixed term

meui + miue = miui + meue + mi(ue − ui) + me(ui − ue) (5.54)

= 1
n
ρmvm − (mi − me)

1
ne

j (5.55)

can be decomposed into contributions from mass motion and current density, which
results in

mime

e
∂j
∂t

= eρm

(
E + vm × B − νeime

ne2 j
)

−mij × B − me∇ pi + mi∇ pe . (5.56)

As long as we are interested in slowly varying phenomena, we can set ∂j/∂t = 0 and
neglect terms of the order of me/mi. In this way we obtain the generalized Ohm’s
law

E + vm × B = ηj + 1
ne

(j × B − ∇ pe) . (5.57)

Here, η = νeime/ne2 is the plasma resistivity that arises from Coulomb collisions
between electrons and ions. The l.h.s. of (5.57) is the correct electric field in the
moving reference frame. This electric field balances the voltage drop η j by the
resistivity, the contribution from the Hall effect j×B/(ne), and the electron pressure
term −∇ pe/ne.

5.3.2 Diffusion of a Magnetic Field

As an application of the generalized Ohm’s law, we consider a plasma that is moving
at a velocity vm, and at an arbitrary angle to the magnetic field direction. We start
from

E + vm × B = ηj = η

µ0
∇ × B , (5.58)
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In the last step, we have Taylor-expanded the particle flux and retained only
the differential change of the flux. Dividing by !V = A!x and taking the limit
!V → 0 gives

∂n
∂t

+ ∂(n ux )

∂x
= 0 . (5.7)

This result can easily be generalized to a three-dimensional flow pattern, which
results in the continuity equation

∂n
∂t

+ ∇ · (nu) = 0 . (5.8)

This balance equation describes the conservation of the number of particles in the
flow. When particles are generated or annihilated inside the cell, say by ionization
or recombination, the zero on the right hand side is replaced by a net production rate
S (see Sect. 4.2.3).

The continuity equation can be easily generalized to an equation for the conser-
vation of charge by introducing the charge density ρ = ∑

α nαqα and the current
density j = ∑

α nαqαuα

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · j = 0 . (5.9)

5.1.4 Momentum Transport

The net force in the balance of the considered cell is a result of the sum of all forces
acting on the particles within the cell plus the export and import of momentum
by particles that leave and enter the cell. The starting point of our calculation is
Newton’s equation for the force acting on a single particle

m
dv
dt

= q(E + v × B) . (5.10)

Here, d/dt is the derivative calculated at the position of the point-like particle.
The correct momentum balance for a many-particle system can be obtained by mul-
tiplying (5.10) with the density n. However, in an inhomogeneous flow, the time
derivative has to be calculated according to the rules of hydrodynamic flow

du
dt

= ∂u
∂t

+ ∂u
∂x

dx
dt

+ ∂u
∂y

dy
dt

+ ∂u
∂z

dz
dt

. (5.11)

The vector (dx/dt, dy/dt, dz/dt) is just the velocity u of the cell. This leads to
the compact notation

du
dt

= ∂u
∂t

+ (u · ∇)u , (5.12)

plus magnetostatics
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The plasma moves along with the magnetic field


or

The plasma within flux tubes remains invariant 
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5.3.3 The Frozen-in Magnetic Flux

The conductivity of a hot plasma is many times larger than that of metals. Therefore,
we can describe hot laboratory plasmas or astrophysical plasmas by the concept of
infinitely large conductivity (zero resistivity). This theory is named ideal magneto-
hydrodynamics and is reached for Rm → ∞. From (5.60), this limit gives us the
relationship

∂B
∂t

= ∇ × (vm × B) . (5.65)

Using the identity

∇ × (vm × B) = (B · ∇)vm − (vm · ∇)B + vm (∇ · B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

−B(∇ · vm) (5.66)

and the continuity (5.8) in the form

∇ · vm = − 1
ρm

(
∂ρm

∂t
+ (vm · ∇)ρm

)
= − 1

ρm

dρm

dt
(5.67)

we obtain the relation

dB
dt

= (B · ∇)vm + B
ρm

dρm

dt
. (5.68)

We can further use the identity

d
dt

(
B
ρm

)
= 1
ρm

dB
dt

− B
ρ2

m

dρm

dt
, (5.69)

which results in the theorem of Truesdell [80]

d
dt

(
B
ρm

)
=
(

B
ρm

· ∇
)

vm . (5.70)

The quantity B/ρm can be considered as the number of field lines per unit mass
of the plasma. When the mass flow is strictly perpendicular to the magnetic field,
the r.h.s. vanishes. Hence, B/ρm becomes a conserved quantity. This means that the
mass motion can only occur together with the magnetic field. In other words, the
magnetic flux is frozen into the plasma. When the mass motion has a field-aligned
component, the r.h.s. describes the (B/ρm)-weighted rate of change of the mass flow
velocity along the field line. This slipping along the field line for inhomogeneous
flows allows a change of B/ρm.
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(Ohm’s Law & Faraday’s Law)

VECTOR IDENTITIES4

Notation: f, g, are scalars; A, B, etc., are vectors; T is a tensor; I is the unit
dyad.

(1) A ·B×C = A×B ·C = B ·C×A = B×C ·A = C ·A×B = C×A ·B

(2) A × (B × C) = (C × B) × A = (A · C)B − (A · B)C

(3) A × (B × C) + B × (C × A) + C × (A × B) = 0

(4) (A × B) · (C × D) = (A · C)(B · D) − (A · D)(B · C)

(5) (A × B) × (C × D) = (A × B · D)C − (A × B · C)D

(6) ∇(fg) = ∇(gf) = f∇g + g∇f

(7) ∇ · (fA) = f∇ · A + A · ∇f

(8) ∇ × (fA) = f∇ × A + ∇f × A

(9) ∇ · (A × B) = B · ∇ × A − A · ∇ × B

(10) ∇ × (A × B) = A(∇ · B) − B(∇ · A) + (B · ∇)A − (A · ∇)B

(11) A × (∇ × B) = (∇B) · A − (A · ∇)B

(12) ∇(A · B) = A × (∇ × B) + B × (∇ × A) + (A · ∇)B + (B · ∇)A

(13) ∇2f = ∇ · ∇f

(14) ∇2A = ∇(∇ · A) − ∇ × ∇ × A

(15) ∇ × ∇f = 0

(16) ∇ · ∇ × A = 0

If e1, e2, e3 are orthonormal unit vectors, a second-order tensor T can be
written in the dyadic form

(17) T =
∑

i,j
Tijeiej

In cartesian coordinates the divergence of a tensor is a vector with components

(18) (∇·T )i =
∑

j
(∂Tji/∂xj)

[This definition is required for consistency with Eq. (29)]. In general

(19) ∇ · (AB) = (∇ · A)B + (A · ∇)B

(20) ∇ · (fT ) = ∇f ·T+f∇·T

4
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5.3.3 The Frozen-in Magnetic Flux
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B
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The quantity B/ρm can be considered as the number of field lines per unit mass
of the plasma. When the mass flow is strictly perpendicular to the magnetic field,
the r.h.s. vanishes. Hence, B/ρm becomes a conserved quantity. This means that the
mass motion can only occur together with the magnetic field. In other words, the
magnetic flux is frozen into the plasma. When the mass motion has a field-aligned
component, the r.h.s. describes the (B/ρm)-weighted rate of change of the mass flow
velocity along the field line. This slipping along the field line for inhomogeneous
flows allows a change of B/ρm.
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∫𝑆 𝑑S ⋅ ∇ ×A = ∮𝐶 𝑑l ⋅A(34)

∫𝑆(𝑑S × ∇) ×A = ∮𝐶 𝑑l ×A(35)

∫𝑆 𝑑S ⋅ (∇𝑓 × ∇𝑔) = ∮𝐶 𝑓𝑑𝑔 = −∮𝐶 𝑔𝑑𝑓(36)

DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS IN CURVILINEAR COORDINATES5
Cylindrical Coordinates (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝑧)
Differential volume Line element𝑑𝜏 = 𝑟 𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝐥 = 𝑑𝑟 𝐫 + 𝑟𝑑𝜃 𝛉 + 𝑑𝑧 𝐳
Relation to cartesian coordinates𝑥 = 𝑟 cos 𝜃 𝐱 = cos 𝜃 𝐫 − sin 𝜃 𝛉𝑦 = 𝑟 sin 𝜃 𝐲 = sin 𝜃 𝐫 + cos 𝜃 𝛉𝑧 = 𝑧 𝐳 = 𝐳
Divergence

∇ ⋅A = 1𝑟 ∂
∂𝑟 (𝑟𝐴𝑟) + 1𝑟 ∂𝐴𝜙

∂𝜙 + ∂𝐴𝑧
∂𝑧

Gradient(∇𝑓)𝑟 = ∂𝑓
∂𝑟 ; (∇𝑓)𝜙 = 1𝑟 ∂𝑓∂𝜙 ; (∇𝑓)𝑧 = ∂𝑓

∂𝑧
Curl (∇ ×A)𝑟 = 1𝑟 ∂𝐴𝑧

∂𝜙 − ∂𝐴𝜙
∂𝑧(∇ ×A)𝜙 = ∂𝐴𝑟

∂𝑧 − ∂𝐴𝑧
∂𝑟(∇ ×A)𝑧 = 1𝑟 ∂

∂𝑟 (𝑟𝐴𝜙) − 1𝑟 ∂𝐴𝑟
∂𝜙

Laplacian

∇2𝑓 = 1𝑟 ∂
∂𝑟 (𝑟∂𝑓∂𝑟 ) + 1𝑟2 ∂2𝑓∂𝜙2 + ∂2𝑓

∂𝑧2
6
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5.3.3 The Frozen-in Magnetic Flux

The conductivity of a hot plasma is many times larger than that of metals. Therefore,
we can describe hot laboratory plasmas or astrophysical plasmas by the concept of
infinitely large conductivity (zero resistivity). This theory is named ideal magneto-
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ρm
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ρm

dB
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m

dρm
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, (5.69)

which results in the theorem of Truesdell [80]

d
dt

(
B
ρm

)
=
(

B
ρm

· ∇
)

vm . (5.70)

The quantity B/ρm can be considered as the number of field lines per unit mass
of the plasma. When the mass flow is strictly perpendicular to the magnetic field,
the r.h.s. vanishes. Hence, B/ρm becomes a conserved quantity. This means that the
mass motion can only occur together with the magnetic field. In other words, the
magnetic flux is frozen into the plasma. When the mass motion has a field-aligned
component, the r.h.s. describes the (B/ρm)-weighted rate of change of the mass flow
velocity along the field line. This slipping along the field line for inhomogeneous
flows allows a change of B/ρm.
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C at time t

C at time
t + dt
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Figure 6.1 The temporal evolution of the magnetic flux through a curve C moving
with the fluid from time t to time t+ dt.

B

C1(t)

C2(t)

C1(t)

C2(t)

ΦB
ΦB

Figure 6.2 For large magnetic Reynolds numbers, the magnetic flux, ΦB, is
“frozen” into the fluid.

to the motion of the curve C. The triple vector product in the second term can be
permuted once to give

dΦB

dt
=

∫

S

∂B
∂t
· dA+

∫

C
d! · (B×U). (6.3.9)

By Stokes’ theorem and Eq. (6.3.7), it follows that

dΦB

dt
=

∫

S

[
∂B
∂t
−∇× (U×B)

]
· dA = 0, (6.3.10)

which proves Statement 1. This theorem has the following consequence. Consider
two curves, C1 and C2, that are connected by magnetic field lines at time t, as
shown in Figure 6.2. These field lines form a flux tube with a total magnetic flux
ΦB. As the fluid moves, since dΦB/dt = 0 on the surfaces that make up the tube,
it is easy to see that the tube continues to contain the same total magnetic flux at
any later time t′. Since the ends of the flux tube can be shrunk to infinitesimal size,
the flux tube becomes a magnetic field line, which then justifies the statement that
“the magnetic field lines are frozen into the fluid.”

Statement 2. If a line moving with the fluid is a magnetic field line initially, it
will be so for all times.
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Figure 6.2 For large magnetic Reynolds numbers, the magnetic flux, ΦB, is
“frozen” into the fluid.
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magnitude of the convection term to the typical magnitude of the diffusion term,

Rm =
|∇× (U×B)|
| 1
µ0σ
∇2B|

. (6.3.5)

The magnetic Reynolds number is analogous to the Reynolds number commonly
used in fluid mechanics; see Batchelor (1967). To make a rough estimate of the
magnetic Reynolds number, replace ∇ by 1/L, where L is a length-scale that
characterizes the spatial gradients in the fluid, and ignore the vector character of
the equation. The ratio of the magnitude of the convection term to the magnitude
of the diffusion term is then given by

Rm = µ0σU L. (6.3.6)

If Rm " 1, the convection term dominates, and if Rm # 1, the diffusion term
dominates.

6.3.1 Rm" 1, the Frozen Field Theorem

Large magnetic Reynolds numbers occur whenever the conductivity, the fluid
velocity, and the length-scale are sufficiently large to make the product µ0σ0UL" 1.
The diffusion term is then much smaller than the convection term and, to a first
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∂B
∂t
=∇× (U×B). (6.3.7)

The above equation can be used to prove an important result known as the
“frozen field theorem" (also known as Alfvén’s theorem). Two different, but
equivalent, statements of the frozen field theorem can be made, each of which
involves a somewhat different proof.
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dΦB

dt
=

∫

S

∂B
∂t
· dA+

∫

C
B · (U× d!). (6.3.8)

The first term gives the rate of change of the flux due to the explicit time
dependence of B, and the second term gives the rate of change of the flux due
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Fig. 5.11 The deformed
field-line pattern of a
transverse Alfvén wave
propagating along the
magnetic field B0

B0

B1
B

z

vphase

Although the Alfvén speed contains the term B2
0/µ0, it is misleading to associate

this with the magnetic pressure. The transverse wave, like any shear wave, conserves
the volume between the field lines and there is no compression of the plasma or of
the bundle of magnetic field lines. Hence, the wave must be driven by a different
mechanism.

The force, which a magnetic field exerts on a certain volume, is obtained by
integrating the Maxwell stress tensor [74] over the surface of that volume

Fα =
∮

Sαβ dAβ (5.84)

and the magnetic part of the stress tensor is defined as

Sαβ = µ0

2




−B2

0 0 0
0 −B2

0 0
0 0 +B2

0



 = −pmag




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1



+




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 2pmag



 . (5.85)

The Maxwell stress can be decomposed into an isotropic magnetic pressure pmag
and an opposing tension of magnitude T = 2pmag along the field line. Then, the
propagation velocity can be rewritten as

vA =
(

T

ρm

)1/2

, (5.86)

which shows the similarity of the Alfvén wave mechanism to a plucked string. Here,
the tension T of the magnetic field line replaces the mechanical tension, which
restores the string to its resting position. This was already discussed for the curva-
ture force in Sect. 5.2.2. Moreover, the inertia of the string is replaced by the mass
density ρm of the plasma. This means that the mass remains attached to the field line
as predicted by the concept of frozen-in flux.

5.3.5.2 The Compressional Alfvén Wave

For completeness, it should be mentioned at the end that there is a different type
of Alfvén wave, which propagates across the magnetic field direction and involves
compression of the magnetic field (see Fig 5.12). When effects from gas pressure

128 5 Fluid Models

Fig. 5.12 Compressional
Alfvén wave propagating
across the magnetic field
lines. Note the bunching of
the field lines that can be
interpreted as the
superposition of a parallel
pertubing field B1

x

z

vphase

B1

B0

can be neglected (pkin ! pmag) the phase velocity becomes again vφ = vA, but this
time the analogy with a sound wave, cs = (γ p/ρ)1/2, is justified. In this situation,
the magnetic pressure takes the role of gas pressure and γ = 2 reflects that there
are two degrees of freedom corresponding to the two directions perpendicular to
the magnetic field. When the kinetic pressure cannot be neglected, the compres-
sional Alfvén wave becomes a magnetosonic wave, whose propagation speed is
determined by vϕ = (v2

A + c2
s )

1/2.

5.3.6 Application: The Parker Spiral

The solar wind is a highly conducting medium. Therefore, the magnetic field is
frozen into the mass flow of the expanding plasma. In Sect. 1.2.3 we had seen that
the rotation of the Sun shapes the mass flow into an Archimedian spiral, as shown
in Fig. 1.5, which is named the Parker spiral in honor of Eugene Parker who first
described this structure by MHD [20]. Here, we will now consider the consequences
for the interplanetary magnetic field.

If the Sun did not rotate, the solar wind would simply expand in flux tubes formed
by radial magnetic field lines, see Fig. 5.13. Because of flux conservation in this
spherical geometry, the mass density would decrease as (r/r")−2. In the same way,

Fig. 5.13 Cartoon of a
hypothetical purely radial
magnetic flux tube for a
non-rotating Sun and the flux
tubes forming the Parker
spiral

Shear Wave Compressional Wave
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Bhðr; z;xÞ ¼
4pr0 j0

c

ð1

0

J1ðkr0Þ
k

J1ðkrÞeikjj ðkÞzdk; (8)

in which the confinement magnetic field is in the z direction.
In this expression the relationship between k and k\ is medi-
ated by the dispersion relation which in practice may require
the inclusion of collisional effects.

For the case of the inertial wave19 the spatial structure
predicted by Eq. (8) is governed by the ratio p ¼ d

r0
. For large

values of p (narrow current channels) the theory predicts that
the parallel wave current lies within a cone, which emanates
from the edge of the exciter disk. Further away from the
source the cone spreads at an angle h given by

tan h ¼ r $ r0

z
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
me

M

r
x
xci

# $
1$ x

xci

# $2
" #1

2

: (9)

Outside of the cone the wave current is zero, and the wave
magnetic field decays as 1/r. The wave current is confined
within the cone, which expands radially with distance
along the magnetic field away from the current source. Far
from the source the wave magnetic field in the center of
the cone vanishes. The magnetic field is in some sense
similar to that of a current carrying wire; however, here
the “plasma wire” expands along its axis. Unlike the field
of a wire the pattern exhibits a radial diffraction pattern far
from the source.

The behavior in the kinetic regime does not exhibit the
characteristics of the cone given in Eq. (8). Instead the wave
is confined to a maximum angle of propagation given by18

tan hmax ¼
x
xci

2

3
3
2

ffiffiffiffiffi
be

p
; (10)

where be is the electron beta. The magnetic field pattern
exhibits radial oscillations within hmax which evolves into a
1/r behavior at large radial positions.

Figure 1 shows the spatial pattern in an x-z plane from
Eq. (5), here the magnetic field is in the z direction and the
center of the current filament is located at x¼ 0.

II. EARLY ALFVÉN WAVE EXPERIMENTS

There were no laboratory plasma sources adequate to
perform Alfvén wave measurements at the time of their pre-
diction. The first theory was for a conducting fluid in which
the particle’s gyroradii are assumed to be zero, and the con-
ductivity assumed to be infinite. The initial experiments
were done in liquid metals. Lundquist20 used mercury, which
is a liquid at room temperature. Waves on the surface of
stirred magnetized column were observed on the surface
with a mirror. Lehnert21 used sodium that is 34 times more
conductive than mercury but has to be heated (Tmelt¼ 98 %C)
to the liquid state. The experimental apparatus is shown in
Fig. 2. The sodium column was “twisted” in the azimuthal
direction by the stirrer. At higher conductivity the magnetic
field is frozen into the fluid, and the shear (or torsional)

FIG. 1. (Color) Theoretical patterns of one component, By, of the Alfvén wave in the kinetic and inertial regimes. The waves propagate from left to right.

055501-3 Many faces of shear Alfvén waves Phys. Plasmas 18, 055501 (2011)
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Low-Frequency MHD Dynamics

5.3 Magnetohydrodynamics 125

from a cylindrical wire-cage that vaporizes into a plasma and implodes under the
magnetic pressure from several ten MA current.1

5.3.5 Application: Alfvén Waves

The concept of frozen-in magnetic flux can be best demonstrated by studying low-
frequency waves of a magnetized plasma. Such MHD waves were predicted by
Alfvén [84, 85] and were first generated in liquid metals [86, 87] before they were
demonstrated in magnetized plasmas, e.g., [88–90].

5.3.5.1 The Shear Alfvén Wave

We know from introductory mechanics courses that simple harmonic waves of a
fluctuating quantity, e.g., the gas density n in a sound wave, are described by a
second-order differential equation of the type

[
∂2n
∂t2 − v2 ∂

2n
∂z2

]
= 0 . (5.74)

The quantity v is the phase velocity of the wave and wave solutions have the form

n(x, t) = n̂ sin[k(x ± vt)] . (5.75)

Here, k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber. The ± sign indicates that waves can propagate
in ±x direction because the wave equation only depends on v2.

The starting point of our calculation is the ideal MHD (η = 0), which ensures
that an internal magnetic field cannot leave the plasma by magnetic diffusion. The
momentum equation is written in the simplified form

ρm
∂vm

∂t
= j × B (5.76)

and the evolution of the magnetic field is given by (5.65) and (5.66) as

∂B
∂t

= (B · ∇)vm − (vm · ∇)B − B(∇ · vm) . (5.77)

Since we are not interested in sound waves of the plasma, the additional assumption
of an incompressible flow ∇ ·vm = 0 is made, which gives ρm = const. Sound waves
will be discussed separately in Sect. 6.5.3. The linear wave analysis assumes that the

1 For recent experiments, see Sandia National Lab’s website http://zpinch.sandia.gov/
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Fig. 5.6 Nested magnetic
surfaces in a tokamak. Each
surface is spanned by a set of
magnetic field lines and
current stream lines. The
force j × B points inward,
balancing the pressure
gradient

j

B

The same is true for j and ∇ p. Therefore, the vectors B and j must lie in a plane
of constant pressure. The magnetic field lines and the current streamlines span a
magnetic surface, which is also an isobaric surface. Figure 5.6 shows that the force
j × B is directed inward and balances the pressure force.

5.2.2 Magnetic Pressure

The relationship between current density and magnetic induction follows from
Ampere’s law

∇ × B = µ0j , (5.42)

which yields

j × B = 1
µ0

(∇ × B) × B = − 1
µ0

B × (∇ × B) . (5.43)

This expression can be evaluated by using the vector identity for arbitrary vectors a
and b,

a × (∇ × b) = (∇b) · ac − (a · ∇)b . (5.44)

Then, we obtain a tensor ∇B with components (∇B)i j = ∂B j/∂xi . The symbol ac
means that a is held constant in the differentiation by the ∇-operator on its left side.
Finally, we can use (∇B) · B = (1/2)∇(B · B) and obtain

j × B = − 1
2µ0

∇(B2) + 1
µ0

(B · ∇)B . (5.45)

In the term (B · ∇)B we recognize the analogy to the convective derivative in fluid
motion discussed in Sect. (5.1.4). Here, the derivative describes the change of B
(regarding magnitude and orientation) along a field line. Combining (5.41) and
(5.45), we obtain a pressure balance

∇(p + pmag) = (B · ∇)B
µ0

, (5.46)
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magnetic field and the mass velocity can be decomposed into a homogeneous and
stationary equilibrium (subscript 0) and a wavelike perturbation (subscript 1).

B = B0 + B1

vm = v0 + v1 . (5.78)

The magnetic field B0 = (0, 0, B0) defines the z-direction and the plasma is
assumed to be at rest, v0 = 0. Then the perturbed quantities are described by

ρm
∂v1

∂t
= 1

µ0
(∇ × B1) × B0 (5.79)

∂B1

∂t
= (B0 · ∇)v1 . (5.80)

Here, we have dropped the second-order term (vm · ∇)B. We now seek for perpen-
dicular pertubations of the magnetic field B1 = (B1x , 0, 0), which describe a local
transverse displacement of a field line in x-direction. For calculating the stream-
ing velocity, we must decompose the double vector product (∇ × B1) × B0 =
(B0 · ∇)B1 − (∇B1) · B0. Since B1 has only an x-component, and B0 is ori-
ented in z-direction, the expression (∇B1) · B0 vanishes. Likewise, (B0 · ∇)B1 =
B0(∂B1x/∂z)ex and the acceleration of the mass is also in x-direction. In this way,
we obtain the coupled set of equations

ρm
∂v1x

∂t
= B0

µ0

∂B1x

∂z
∂B1x

∂t
= B0

∂v1x

∂z
, (5.81)

which can be combined into a wave equation for either of the perturbed quantities

[
∂2

∂t2 − v2
A
∂2

∂z2

]
v1x = 0

[
∂2

∂t2 − v2
A
∂2

∂z2

]
B1x = 0 . (5.82)

This equation describes a transverse wave that propagates along the magnetic field
line (see Fig. 5.11). This is the shear-Alfvén wave. A different shear-wave in a solid
is described in Fig. 10.37b. The propagation velocity vA is the Alfvén speed

vA =
(

B2
0

µ0ρm

)1/2

. (5.83)
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Fig. 5.11 The deformed
field-line pattern of a
transverse Alfvén wave
propagating along the
magnetic field B0
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Although the Alfvén speed contains the term B2
0/µ0, it is misleading to associate

this with the magnetic pressure. The transverse wave, like any shear wave, conserves
the volume between the field lines and there is no compression of the plasma or of
the bundle of magnetic field lines. Hence, the wave must be driven by a different
mechanism.

The force, which a magnetic field exerts on a certain volume, is obtained by
integrating the Maxwell stress tensor [74] over the surface of that volume

Fα =
∮

Sαβ dAβ (5.84)

and the magnetic part of the stress tensor is defined as

Sαβ = µ0

2
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0 −B2

0 0
0 0 +B2

0



 = −pmag




1 0 0
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0 0 1



+




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 2pmag



 . (5.85)

The Maxwell stress can be decomposed into an isotropic magnetic pressure pmag
and an opposing tension of magnitude T = 2pmag along the field line. Then, the
propagation velocity can be rewritten as

vA =
(

T

ρm

)1/2

, (5.86)

which shows the similarity of the Alfvén wave mechanism to a plucked string. Here,
the tension T of the magnetic field line replaces the mechanical tension, which
restores the string to its resting position. This was already discussed for the curva-
ture force in Sect. 5.2.2. Moreover, the inertia of the string is replaced by the mass
density ρm of the plasma. This means that the mass remains attached to the field line
as predicted by the concept of frozen-in flux.

5.3.5.2 The Compressional Alfvén Wave

For completeness, it should be mentioned at the end that there is a different type
of Alfvén wave, which propagates across the magnetic field direction and involves
compression of the magnetic field (see Fig 5.12). When effects from gas pressure
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Fα =
∮

Sαβ dAβ (5.84)

and the magnetic part of the stress tensor is defined as

Sαβ = µ0

2




−B2

0 0 0
0 −B2

0 0
0 0 +B2

0



 = −pmag




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1



+




0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 2pmag



 . (5.85)

The Maxwell stress can be decomposed into an isotropic magnetic pressure pmag
and an opposing tension of magnitude T = 2pmag along the field line. Then, the
propagation velocity can be rewritten as

vA =
(

T

ρm

)1/2

, (5.86)

which shows the similarity of the Alfvén wave mechanism to a plucked string. Here,
the tension T of the magnetic field line replaces the mechanical tension, which
restores the string to its resting position. This was already discussed for the curva-
ture force in Sect. 5.2.2. Moreover, the inertia of the string is replaced by the mass
density ρm of the plasma. This means that the mass remains attached to the field line
as predicted by the concept of frozen-in flux.

5.3.5.2 The Compressional Alfvén Wave

For completeness, it should be mentioned at the end that there is a different type
of Alfvén wave, which propagates across the magnetic field direction and involves
compression of the magnetic field (see Fig 5.12). When effects from gas pressure
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from a cylindrical wire-cage that vaporizes into a plasma and implodes under the
magnetic pressure from several ten MA current.1

5.3.5 Application: Alfvén Waves

The concept of frozen-in magnetic flux can be best demonstrated by studying low-
frequency waves of a magnetized plasma. Such MHD waves were predicted by
Alfvén [84, 85] and were first generated in liquid metals [86, 87] before they were
demonstrated in magnetized plasmas, e.g., [88–90].

5.3.5.1 The Shear Alfvén Wave

We know from introductory mechanics courses that simple harmonic waves of a
fluctuating quantity, e.g., the gas density n in a sound wave, are described by a
second-order differential equation of the type

[
∂2n
∂t2 − v2 ∂

2n
∂z2

]
= 0 . (5.74)

The quantity v is the phase velocity of the wave and wave solutions have the form

n(x, t) = n̂ sin[k(x ± vt)] . (5.75)

Here, k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber. The ± sign indicates that waves can propagate
in ±x direction because the wave equation only depends on v2.

The starting point of our calculation is the ideal MHD (η = 0), which ensures
that an internal magnetic field cannot leave the plasma by magnetic diffusion. The
momentum equation is written in the simplified form

ρm
∂vm

∂t
= j × B (5.76)

and the evolution of the magnetic field is given by (5.65) and (5.66) as

∂B
∂t

= (B · ∇)vm − (vm · ∇)B − B(∇ · vm) . (5.77)

Since we are not interested in sound waves of the plasma, the additional assumption
of an incompressible flow ∇ ·vm = 0 is made, which gives ρm = const. Sound waves
will be discussed separately in Sect. 6.5.3. The linear wave analysis assumes that the

1 For recent experiments, see Sandia National Lab’s website http://zpinch.sandia.gov/
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Fig. 5.6 Nested magnetic
surfaces in a tokamak. Each
surface is spanned by a set of
magnetic field lines and
current stream lines. The
force j × B points inward,
balancing the pressure
gradient

j

B

The same is true for j and ∇ p. Therefore, the vectors B and j must lie in a plane
of constant pressure. The magnetic field lines and the current streamlines span a
magnetic surface, which is also an isobaric surface. Figure 5.6 shows that the force
j × B is directed inward and balances the pressure force.

5.2.2 Magnetic Pressure

The relationship between current density and magnetic induction follows from
Ampere’s law

∇ × B = µ0j , (5.42)

which yields

j × B = 1
µ0

(∇ × B) × B = − 1
µ0

B × (∇ × B) . (5.43)

This expression can be evaluated by using the vector identity for arbitrary vectors a
and b,

a × (∇ × b) = (∇b) · ac − (a · ∇)b . (5.44)

Then, we obtain a tensor ∇B with components (∇B)i j = ∂B j/∂xi . The symbol ac
means that a is held constant in the differentiation by the ∇-operator on its left side.
Finally, we can use (∇B) · B = (1/2)∇(B · B) and obtain

j × B = − 1
2µ0

∇(B2) + 1
µ0

(B · ∇)B . (5.45)

In the term (B · ∇)B we recognize the analogy to the convective derivative in fluid
motion discussed in Sect. (5.1.4). Here, the derivative describes the change of B
(regarding magnitude and orientation) along a field line. Combining (5.41) and
(5.45), we obtain a pressure balance

∇(p + pmag) = (B · ∇)B
µ0

, (5.46)
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Fig. 5.12 Compressional
Alfvén wave propagating
across the magnetic field
lines. Note the bunching of
the field lines that can be
interpreted as the
superposition of a parallel
pertubing field B1

x

z

vphase

B1

B0

can be neglected (pkin ! pmag) the phase velocity becomes again vφ = vA, but this
time the analogy with a sound wave, cs = (γ p/ρ)1/2, is justified. In this situation,
the magnetic pressure takes the role of gas pressure and γ = 2 reflects that there
are two degrees of freedom corresponding to the two directions perpendicular to
the magnetic field. When the kinetic pressure cannot be neglected, the compres-
sional Alfvén wave becomes a magnetosonic wave, whose propagation speed is
determined by vϕ = (v2

A + c2
s )

1/2.

5.3.6 Application: The Parker Spiral

The solar wind is a highly conducting medium. Therefore, the magnetic field is
frozen into the mass flow of the expanding plasma. In Sect. 1.2.3 we had seen that
the rotation of the Sun shapes the mass flow into an Archimedian spiral, as shown
in Fig. 1.5, which is named the Parker spiral in honor of Eugene Parker who first
described this structure by MHD [20]. Here, we will now consider the consequences
for the interplanetary magnetic field.

If the Sun did not rotate, the solar wind would simply expand in flux tubes formed
by radial magnetic field lines, see Fig. 5.13. Because of flux conservation in this
spherical geometry, the mass density would decrease as (r/r")−2. In the same way,

Fig. 5.13 Cartoon of a
hypothetical purely radial
magnetic flux tube for a
non-rotating Sun and the flux
tubes forming the Parker
spiral
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The invariance of  has interesting consequences for charged particle dynamics
in the Earth’s inner magnetosphere. Suppose, for instance, that the strength of the
solar wind were to increase slowly (that is, on timescales significantly longer than
the drift period), thereby, compressing the Earth’s magnetic field. The invariance
of  would cause the charged particles that constitute the Van Allen belts to move
radially inwards, toward the Earth, in order to conserve the magnetic flux enclosed
by their drift orbits. Likewise, a slow decrease in the strength of the solar wind would
cause an outward radial motion of the Van Allen belts.

2.14 EXERCISES
1. Given that ⇢ = ⇢ (� cos � e1 + sin � e2), and u = ⌦ ⇢ ⇥ b, where ⇢ = u?/⌦,

and e1, e2, b ⌘ B/B are a right-handed set of mutually perpendicular unit basis
vectors, demonstrate that:

(a)

h⇢ ⇢i =
u2
?

2⌦2 (I � b b) .

(b)
e hu ⇥ (⇢ · r) Bi = �µrB.

(c)

e hu · (⇢ · r) Ei = µ @B
@t
.

(d)
e hu · (⇢ · r) Ai = �µ B.

Here, µ = m u2
?/(2 B), and h· · · i ⌘

H
(· · · ) d�/2⇡.

2. A quasi-neutral slab of cold (i.e., �D ! 0) plasma whose bounding surfaces
are normal to the x-axis consists of electrons of mass me, charge �e, and mean
number density ne, as well as ions of mass mi, charge e, and mean number
density ne. The slab is fully magnetized by a uniform y-directed magnetic field
of magnitude B. The slab is then subject to an externally generated, uniform,
x-directed electric field that is gradually ramped up to a final magnitude E0.
Show that, as a consequence of ion polarization drift, the final magnitude of
the electric field inside the plasma is

E1 '
E0

✏
,

where

✏ = 1 +
c2

V2
A
,

and VA = B/pµ0 ne mi is the so-called Alfvén velocity.
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and that the net shielding charge contained within a sphere of radius r, centered
on the origin, is

Q(r) = �q
2
666641 �
0
BBBB@1 +

p
2 r
�D

1
CCCCA exp

0
BBBB@�
p

2 r
�D

1
CCCCA
3
77775 .

3. A quasi-neutral slab of cold (i.e., �D ! 0) plasma whose bounding surfaces
are normal to the x-axis consists of electrons of mass me, charge �e, and mean
number density ne, as well as ions of charge e, and mean number density ne.
The ions can e↵ectively be treated as stationary. The slab is placed in an ex-
ternally generated, x-directed electric field that oscillates sinusoidally at the
angular frequency !. By generalizing the analysis of Section 1.4, show that
the relative dielectric constant of the plasma is

✏ = 1 �
⇧2

!2 ,

where ⇧ = (e2 ne/✏0 me)1/2.

4. A capacitor consists of two parallel plates of cross-sectional area A and spacing
d ⌧

p
A. The region between the capacitors is filled with a uniform hot plasma

of Deybe length �D. By generalizing the analysis of Section 1.5, show that the
d.c. capacitance of the device is

C =
✏0 A

d
(d/
p

2 �D)
tanh(d/

p
2 �D)

.

5. A uniform isothermal quasi-neutral plasma with singly-charged ions is placed
in a relatively weak gravitational field of acceleration g = �g ez. Assuming,
first, that both species are distributed according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics; second, that the perturbed electrostatic potential is a function of z
only; and, third, that the electric field is zero at z = 0 (and well behaved as
z ! 1), demonstrate that the electric field in the region z > 0 takes the form
E = Ez ez, where

Ez(z) = E0

2
666641 � exp

0
BBBB@
p

2 z
�D

1
CCCCA
3
77775 ,

and
E0 =

mi g

2 e
.

Here, �D is the Debye length, e the magnitude of the electron charge, and mi
the ion mass.

6. Consider a charge sheet of charge density � immersed in a plasma of unper-
turbed particle number density n0, ion temperature Ti, and electron tempera-
ture Te. Suppose that the charge sheet coincides with the y-z plane. Assuming
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6. A particle of charge e, mass m, and energy E, is trapped in a one-dimensional
magnetic well of the form

B(x, t) = B0 (1 + k2 x2),

where B0 is constant, and k(t) is a very slowly increasing function of time.
Suppose that the particle’s mirror points lie at x = ±xm(t), and that its bounce
time is ⌧b(t). Demonstrate that, as a consequence of the conservation of the
first and second adiabatic invariants,

xm(t) = xm(0)
"
k(0)
k(t)

#1/2

,

⌧b(t) = ⌧b(0)
"
k(0)
k(t)

#
,

E(t) = E0? +

"
k(t)
k(0)

#
E0 k.

Here, E0? is the perpendicular energy [i.e., (1/2) m v2?], and E0 k is the parallel
energy [i.e., (1/2) m v2

k
], both evaluated at x = 0 and t = 0. Assume that the

particle’s gyroradius is relatively small, and that the electric field-strength is
negligible.

7. Consider the static magnetic field

Bz(y) =

8>>>><
>>>>:

B0 y > a
B0 (y/a) |y| < a
�B0 y < �a

which corresponds to a current sheet such as that found in the Earth’s magneto-
tail. Let the electric field be negligible. Consider the orbits of charged particles
of mass m and charge e whose gyroradii, ⇢, are not necessarily much smaller
than the shear-length, a, of the magnetic field. In this situation, guiding center
theory is inapplicable. The particles’ orbits can only be analyzed by directly
solving their equations of perpendicular motion. It is easily demonstrated that
some orbits do not cross the neutral plane (y = 0) and resemble conventional
magnetized particle orbits, whereas others meander across the neutral plane
and are quite di↵erent from conventional orbits.

(a) Consider a particle orbit that does not cross the neutral plane, but is in-
stead confined to the region y+ � y � y�, where a > y+ > y� > 0.
Demonstrate that the mean drift velocity of the particle in the x-direction
can be written

hvxi = �

 
⌦0

4 a

!
(y2
+ + y

2
�) (1 � ↵),

where ⌦0 = e B0/m, and

↵ =

R 1
�1(1 +  ⇣)1/2 (1 � ⇣2)�1/2 d⇣

R 1
�1(1 +  ⇣)�1/2 (1 � ⇣2)�1/2 d⇣

,
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than the typical variation lengthscale of equilibrium quantities (such as n, T ,
and V). Demonstrate that it is a good approximation to write

f = f0 � ⌫�1 v · r f0.

(a) Suppose that n and T are uniform, but that V = Vy(x) ey. Demonstrate
that the only nonzero components of the viscosity tensor are

⇡xy = ⇡yx = �⌘
dVy
dx
,

where
⌘ =

1
2

m n ⌫ l2.

(b) Suppose that n is uniform, and V = 0, but that T = T (x). Demonstrate
that the only nonzero component of the heat flux is

qx = �
dT
dx
,

where
 =

5
2

n ⌫ l2.

(c) Suppose that V = 0, and n = n(x) and T = T (x), but that p = n T is
constant. Demonstrate that the only nonzero component of the heat flux
is

qx = �
dT
dx
,

where
 =

5
4

n ⌫ l2.

8. Consider a spatially uniform, unmagnetized plasma in which both species have
zero mean flow velocity. Let ne and Te be the electron number density and
temperature, respectively. Let E be the ambient electric field. The electron dis-
tribution function fe satisfies the simplified kinetic equation

�
e

me
E · rv fe = Ce.

We can crudely approximate the electron collision operator as

Ce = �⌫e ( fe � f0)

where ⌫e is the e↵ective electron-ion collision frequency, and

f0 =
ne

⇡3/2 v3t e
exp

 
�
v2

v2t e

!
.
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Here, vt e =
p

2 Te/me. Suppose that E ⌧ me ⌫e vt e/e. Demonstrate that it is a
good approximation to write

fe = f0 +
e

me ⌫e
E · rv f0.

Hence, show that
j = �E,

where

� =
e2 ne

me ⌫e
.
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(b) Make a sketch of Bφ, Bz, and Jz as a function of ρ.
7.3. Show that a time-dependent solution of the force-free (∇ × B = αB) static

equilibrium equation

∂B
∂t
=

1
µ0σ
∇2B

is given by

B = B0 e−t/τ,

where B0 is the solution of the vector Helmholtz equation

∇2B0 +α
2B0 = 0

and τ = (µ0σ)/α2, with α = constant.
Note: Solutions of the vector Helmholtz equation can be found in many
electricity and magnetism books.

7.4. For the “Bennett pinch” type of pressure-balanced equilibrium, the solution
for n(ρ) depends on the conductivity relation. Assuming the thermal
conductivity is so large that the temperature is independent of radius, analyze
the following cases:
(a) Lorentz type conductivity. Using Jz =

e2n
mv Ez show that n(ρ) = n0/[1 +

(ρ/R)2]2, where R is a constant.
(b) Fully ionized gas. Using Jz =σE, whereσ is a constant, show that n(ρ)=

n0(1− ρ2/R2).
7.5. Show that the linear force operator

F(ξ) =
1
µ0

[(∇× {∇× (ξ×B0)})×B0 + (∇×B0)× {∇× (ξ×B0)}]

+∇[ξ ·∇P0 +γ P0(∇ ·ξ)]

is self-adjoint, i.e., if there are two eigenfunctions η1 and η2 satisfying
standard boundary conditions, then

∫

v
η2 ·F(η1) d3x =

∫

v
η1 ·F(η2) d3x.

7.6. For a force-balanced MHD equilibrium in a cylindrical geometry with B =
[0, Bφ(ρ), Bz(ρ)] the radial component of the pressure balance condition J×
B =∇P can be written

∂

∂ρ


P+

B2
φ

2µ0
+

B2
z

2µ0


 = [(B ·∇)B]ρ.
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Show that [(B ·∇)B]ρ = −B2
φ/ρ.

Hint: Use the identity ∇(F ·G) = (F ·∇)G + (G ·∇)F + F × (∇ ×G) +G×
(∇×G).

7.7. Assuming that the magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium profiles depend
only on the radial coordinate ρ, show from Eqs. (7.2.1)–(7.2.6) that the
magnetic and velocity fields can be written in the form [0, Bφ(ρ), Bz(ρ)] and
[0, Uφ(ρ), Uz(ρ)] and that the equilibrium condition is given by Eq. (7.2.7).
Check that under these conditions all of Eqs. (7.2.1)–(7.2.6) are satisfied
identically.

7.8. Show by direct substitution that the equilibrium profiles, given by
Eqs. (7.2.10)–(7.2.15), satisfy Eq. (7.2.7).

7.9. Derive the dispersion relation for the magnetorotational instability (7.4.6)
from the linearized equation of motion (7.4.5).

7.10. (a) Derive the dispersion relation (7.4.10) from the more general dispersion
relation (7.4.6) for the MRI in the incompressible limit.

(b) Derive the MRI stability condition (7.4.11) from the dispersion relation
(7.4.10).

(c) Obtain the largest growth rate for the instability, and show that it is
independent of the magnitude of the magnetic field.

7.11. For the Harris sheet, Eq. (7.5.17) permits an exact solution. Obtain this
solution, and demonstrate that the tearing stability parameter is given by
Eq. (7.5.10).
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shock−front

plasma flow

Switch−on Switch−off

Figure 8.9 Characteristic plasma flow patterns across switch-on and switch-o↵
shocks in the de Ho↵mann-Teller frame.

v21 = 0, (8.226)

v21 = 0. (8.227)

The first of these roots is clearly a fast shock, and is identical to the perpendicular
shock discussed in Section 8.16, except that there is no plasma flow across the shock
front in this case. The fact that the two other roots are zero indicates that, like the
corresponding MHD waves, slow and intermediate MHD shocks do not propagate
perpendicular to the magnetic field.

MHD shocks have been observed in a large variety of situations. For instance,
shocks are known to be formed by supernova explosions, by strong stellar winds, by
solar flares, and by the solar wind upstream of planetary magnetospheres (Gurnett
and Bhattacharjee 2005).

8.18 EXERCISES
1. We can add viscous e↵ects to the MHD momentum equation by including a

term µr2V, where µ is the dynamic viscosity, so that

⇢
dV
dt
= j ⇥ b � rp + µr2V.

Likewise, we can add finite conductivity e↵ects to the Ohm’s law by including
the term (1/µ0 �)r2B, to give

@B
@t
= r ⇥ (V ⇥ B) +

1
µ0 �

r
2B,
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Show that the modified dispersion relation for Alfvén waves can be obtained
from the standard one by multiplying both !2 and V2

S by a factor

[1 + i k2/(µ0 �!)],

and !2 by an additional factor

[1 + i µ k2/(⇢0 !)].

If the finite conductivity and viscous corrections are small (i.e., � ! 1 and
µ ! 0), show that, for parallel (✓ = 0) propagation, the dispersion relation for
the shear-Alfvén wave reduces to

k '
!

VA
+ i
!2

2 V3
A

 
1
µ0 �

+
µ

⇢0

!
.

2. Demonstrate that V+ > VS cos ✓, and V� < VS cos ✓, where V+ and V� are
defined in Equation (8.45).

3. Demonstrate that Equation (8.65) can be rearranged to give

du2

dr

 
1 �

u2
c

u2

!
=

4 u2
c

r

✓
1 �

rc

r

◆
,

Show that this expression can be integrated to give
 

u
uc

!2

� ln
 

u
uc

!2

= 4 ln
 

r
rc

!
+ 4

rc

r
+C,

where C is a constant.

Let r/rc = 1+ x. Demonstrate that, in the limit |x| ⌧ 1, the previous expression
yields either

u2 = u2
c

h
1 ± 2 x + O(x2)

i

or

u2 = u2
0

2
666641 +

2 u2
c x2

u2
0 � u2

c
+ O(x3)

3
77775 ,

where u0 , uc is an arbitrary constant. Deduce that the former solution with the
plus sign is such that u is a monotonically increasing function of r with u 7 uc
as r 7 rc (this is a Class 2 solution); that the former solution with the minus
sign is such that u is a monotonically decreasing function of r with u ? uc as
r 7 rc (this is a Class 3 solution); that the latter solution with u0 < uc is such
that u < uc for all r (this is a Class 1 solution); and that the latter solution with
u0 > uc is such that u > uc for all r (this is a Class 4 solution).

4. Derive expression (8.111) from Equations (8.107)–(8.110).
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